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A BLIND DEFINITION OF SHAPE

J.L. Lisani 1 , J.M. Morel 2 and L. Rudin 3
Abstract. In this note, we propose a general definition of shape which is both compatible with the
one proposed in phenomenology (gestaltism) and with a computer vision implementation. We reverse
the usual order in Computer Vision. We do not define “shape recognition” as a task which requires a
“model” pattern which is searched in all images of a certain kind. We give instead a “blind” definition
of shapes relying only on invariance and repetition arguments. Given a set of images I, we call shape
of this set any spatial pattern which can be found at several locations of some image, or in several
different images of I. (This means that the shapes of a set of images are defined without any a priori
assumption or knowledge.) The definition is powerful when it is invariant and we prove that the
following invariance requirements can be matched in theory and in practice: local contrast invariance,
robustness to blur, noise and sampling, affine deformations. We display experiments with single images
and image pairs. In each case, we display the detected shapes. Surprisingly enough, but in accordance
with Gestalt theory, the repetition of shapes is so frequent in human environment, that many shapes
can even be learned from single images.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Phenomenology of shape
The problem of how humans and animals identify visually shapes has been studied at the beginning of the
past century by phenomenologists, ethologists and psychologists. The mainstream of this research is summarized
in the Bible of the Gestalt theory [24] and in Kanizsa [16]. In these books, not only the capacity of humans
to recognize instantaneously similar shapes in an image is stressed, but this capacity is ranked as the main
grouping principle, i.e. the main phenomenal process by which global entities can be seen in an image.
We have here two complementary mechanisms: first, similar shapes in an image are detected and, second,
they get ipso facto grouped into a higher level entity, a Gestalt. Thus, the geometric ability of humans (and
most mammalians) to compare automatically and in very short time shapes appearing in an image is supported
by phenomenology. The main point which was stressed is this: this recognition process is widely independent
of any a priori knowledge of the seen shapes. This is contrary to Platon’s conjecture on the mechanism of
recognition as the matching of a perceived object to an “idea” of the object. We have a geometric ability to
match shapes which we have never seen before. This ability is, however, hindered when shapes are presented
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out of context. This fact is used, as a game, in the Images d’Epinal containing hidden shapes: the familiar
silhouette of Napoleon is hard to detect when it is displayed as a free space between the branches of a tree.
The human shape recognition performance also decreases when the shapes change strongly orientation or
scale. It is, however, robust under such drastic perturbations as Gaussian noise, contrast or color changes, and
affine or projective deformations.
The recognition of an “object” in a new image is more of a psychological and philosophical nature: how do
we “recognize” a chair whose model we have never seen before? Clearly, we have an “idea” or a concept of what
a chair is and the decision “this is a chair” highly depends upon a wide context, including considerations like
position of the object in the scene, and involving our common sense. For the time being, this kind of recognition
process is out of range for mathematical modelling.
Quite different and more treatable looks the following problem: a photograph contains two or more chairs
of exactly the same design and wish to detect this fact automatically. Of course, this detection would be in
no way a “recognition of a chair”. Now, it is a preliminary important step to the general recognition problem:
according to gestaltists, we are able to recognize identical objects, no matter what their meaning and shape is.

1.2. Shape from the Computer Vision viewpoint
Computer Vision, a discipline born in the seventies, has addressed the problem of performing “visual tasks”
by computer algorithms applied to digital images. The shape recognition problem, understood as the comparison
of two identical objects captured in different images, has received two different kinds of answers.
A first answer, industry oriented, has been to give up any general theory of shape, but to focus on shapes of
particular interest like fingerprints, mechanical parts of machines, printed characters, handwritings of addresses
on envelopes or signatures on checks, etc. For such objects, specific techniques, relying on human expertise and
a lot of statistical experience, have led to significant successes: software by now exists for efficient fingerprint
identification and for printed text.
A second, more ambitious direction is to to build a general theory of shape recognition. Here, the state of
the art is by far more blurry. To the best of our knowledge, there is no software (and no theory) addressing the
automatic recognition of any 3D object. There has been for a long time a relatively complete theory only in one
case: the recognition of planar shapes seen “without occlusion”. This means that the shape to be recognized
must be completely under view (no hidden or missing parts).
Let us mention the existence of several techniques for the description and comparison of global planar shapes
in an image. All compute variants of moments or Fourier coefficients. Some techniques are based on quantitative
measurements of the characteristics of the shapes [11, 31], such as perimeter, algebraic moments [15, 27, 35],
Fourier coefficients [17, 18, 30], etc. Most of these techniques just permit a global registration of the shapes and
the extracted features are sensitive to noise. Another related technique is normalization [31]. Normalization
methods allow the transformation of any element of an equivalence class of shapes (under the action of some
geometric group) into a specific one, fixed once for ever in each class. One can find a good account of affine
invariant shape comparison techniques in [8].
These methods assume shapes to be wholesome. Now, the occlusion phenomenon is as universal in vision as
the principle of linear superposition of sounds in audio: most objects we “see” are partially hidden by other objects which are in front, and each object we “see” also is partially occulting several objects in back. This problem
is called “occlusion” in Computer Vision and known as the figure-background problem in phenomenology.
A non occlusion assumption is a severe restriction, which is not even acceptable in the most favorable case
of character recognition: even there, experimental evidence shows that characters are in no way easy to single
out. They glue together or fall apart in a very uncontrolled manner. Thus, shape recognition and comparison
must be local and partial.

1.3. The shape extraction/recognition dilemma
While shape extraction looks trivial (but is not) in such cases as fingerprints or characters, it is highly
nontrivial, and unsolved, in all usual photographs and digital images. Should we first “extract” the shapes and
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then “recognize” them, or is recognition prior to, or simultaneous with extraction? This dilemma is usually
solved by performing an “edge detector” in the image which extracts the points with high gradient. These points
can be linked in many different ways to build shapes... but: a combinatorial blow up immediately ensues.

2. A blind definition of shape elements
In this section, we first address the problem of deciding which information in a digital image is relevant to
define or recognize shapes. This will be a preliminary step towards the definition of shape we shall give in
continuation. We shall show that invariance arguments enforce the definition of the most basic shape elements.

2.1. The local contrast invariance argument
We define a digital image as a function u(x), where u(x) represents the grey level or luminance at x. (Shape
recognition algorithms do not use much color. The information brought by color usually is redundant with
respect to luminance [7].) Shape recognition algorithms are widely independent of global contrast changes of
the image. Such contrast changes can be modelled as g(u(x)) where g is some increasing function. Thus shape
must be encoded as information independent of g. This led the Mathematical Morphology school [34] to split
the image into its level sets χλ u = {x, u(x) ≥ λ}. When we change the contrast of an image, its set of level
sets remains the same. A further step was taken in [6]. In this paper, the authors proposed to directly use the
set of level lines of the image. Assuming u is smooth enough, e.g. C 1 , the encoding of shapes by level lines
permits to assume a stronger invariance criterion. Once singular levels are eliminated, the level lines are all
closed Jordan curves which do not meet. Each one of these Jordan curves is a better candidate as shape element.
The mentioned authors define and give a characterization of the local contrast changes as maps x → g(x, u(x))
which maintain the same set of level lines (the same topographic map) for u and g(x, u). We must retain from
their construction the intuitive fact that local contrast changes reflect well enough the physical fact that objects
in an image may change independently their grey level or color, without affecting their recognition. Thus, the
application u → set of level lines of u is a good candidate as a shape parser for the image.
The role of the contrast invariance requirement has never been fully acknowledged in Computer Vision. As
a consequence, most (and all, as far as we know) image comparison techniques described in the literature [5]
fail to find common shapes in two different images when the illumination conditions are different. This is the
case for the two main groups of image comparison methods which we now list, correlation and edge detection.
• Correlation techniques. They are based on the comparison, by a quadratic distance of grey levels [32],
of rectangular windows of fixed or adaptive size [29], for the two images. Since the measure of the difference
between the windows is based on the comparison of their grey levels, and the scale of grey levels can vary
a lot from image to image, they cannot be used for shape comparison. They work decently with image
sequences, where each frame is very similar to the previous and next ones.
• Edge based methods. Edges are arrays of points where the gradient is highest, as defined by Marr [22].
The edge detection algorithms depend upon a threshold that is hard to estimate, and usually fixed arbitrarily. The result of an edge detector is a set of points in the image, not organized in any structure.
Because of the involvement of high contrast in edge detection, contrast changes result in different sets of
edges. Thus, again, edge detectors cannot lead to a general shape comparison method.

2.2. The occlusion argument
In the preceding section, we have reduced an image, from the shape parsing viewpoint, to the set of all its
level lines, otherwise called topographic map. The topographic map is in no way the ultimate description of
shapes. When a shape A partially occludes a shape B, the level lines of the resulting image are a concatenation
of the level lines belonging to A and to B. Thus, the Jordan curves of the topographic map are not simple
shape elements and must be further decomposed: a segmentation of them into their parts belonging to different
objects is requested. We can summarize the above discussion by a definition of shape elements.
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Definition 1. We call linelet of an image u (or shape element) any piece of level line of any level line of the
image.
Linelets are the most elementary shape elements we can rely on. We shall also give a tentative “blind”
definition of shapes which relies on Gestalt theory. In the definition, we must definitely strengthen the invariance
argument: planar objects are easily recognized under Euclidean, affine or projective transforms, or even more
general deformations. In this paper, we shall only consider Euclidean or affine transforms. The notion of shape
depends upon its invariance group.
Definition 2. We call Euclidean (resp. affine) shape of an image any linelet, or any group of linelets, which
can be observed at least twice in the image, up to a similarity (resp. an affine map). We call Euclidean (resp.
affine) shape of a set of digital images any linelet or group of linelets which can be retrieved in several images,
up to similarities (resp. up to affine maps).
This second definition needs a distance measuring whether two shapes are the same or not (up to the allowed
deformations and perturbations). We shall address this more technical question in detail in the next section.
In the following, we denote by


d(X, Y ) = max sup inf ||x − y||, sup inf ||x − y||
x∈X y∈Y

y∈Y x∈X

the Hausdorff distance of two sets X and Y in Euclidean space.
Definition 3. We call Euclidean (resp. affine) distance of two linelets C and D,
δ(C, D) =

inf

A∈G(R2 )

d(AC, D),

where G is the group of similarities (or of affine maps) and D is usually normalized (diameter = 1 in the case
of similarities, area = 1 in the case of the affine distance).
The scope of the normalization is of course to get a calibration of distances. Otherwise, small shapes would
be closer to each other than large ones.

3. Shape scale space
In the preceding section, we have given a definition of shape which leads us back to the question: how can
we say that two shapes are equal, up to certain perturbations and a group of deformations? This question
has actually been extensively treated, and in a very original way, in the computer vision literature. Authors
have generally agreed to start with shapes defined as chained contours (Jordan curves), no matter how these
curves have been extracted from the digital image. Because of the nature of digital (and biological) images,
two identical contour curves undergo perturbations and deformations which make them look different enough
in different images. This difference follows from different poses (inducing different deformations), different
illuminations (inducing contrast changes), different resolution and perturbations due to the physical nature of
the sensor, inducing blur, noise, quantization and sampling. The elimination of these small perturbations is
a preliminary step to an accurate and robust comparison of the shapes. Now, the amount of perturbations
can vary a lot from an image to another and the actual size of the objects matters too. A shape seen at long
distance is of course more blurry and noisy than one in front (its signal-to-noise ratio is lower). The solution
to this problem exists under the name of scale space. It consists in performing an invariant smoothing of the
shape elements (understood as Jordan curves). By invariant we mean that the smoothing must commute with
the main large perturbations: contrast changes and projective deformations. The first commutation is ensured
by taking as shape contours all level lines of the digital image.
The main developments of Scale Space theory in the past ten years involve invariance arguments: indeed,
a scale space will be useful to compute invariant information only if it is itself invariant. Let us summarize a
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series of arguments given (e.g.) in [2]: a scale space computing contrast invariant information must in fact deal
directly with the image level lines; in order to be local (not dependent upon occlusions), it must be in fact a
partial differential equation. In order to be a smoothing, this PDE must be of a parabolic kind. Then, the
further affine invariance requirement and the invariance with respect to reverse contrast (if we want a self-dual
operator, in the morphomathematical terminology [34]) lead to a single PDE,
1
∂u
= |Du|curv(u) 3 ,
∂t

(1)

where Du denotes the gradient of the image, curv(u) the curvature of the level line, t denotes the scale parameter
1
1
and the power 13 is signed, i.e. s 3 = sign(s)|s| 3 . This equation is equivalent to the “affine curve shortening” [33]
of all of the level lines of the image, given by the equation
1
∂x
= |Curv(x)| 3 ~n,
∂t

(2)

where x denotes a point of a level line, Curv(x) its curvature and ~n the signed normal to the curve, always
pointing towards the concavity.
This equation is the only possible smoothing under the invariance requirements mentioned above. This gives a
helpless bottleneck to the local shape recognition problem, since it is easily checked [2] that no further invariance
requirement is possible: the equation (1) is the only affine invariant local contrast invariant smoothing. In
particular, despite some interesting attempts [13], there is no practical way to define a fully projective invariant
local smoothing. Dibos [10], however, proposed a new invariance requirement, consistent with the displacement
of a pinhole camera, the “registration group”. This group has six parameters like the planar affine group. Both
are subgroups of the planar projective group with eight parameters.
The use of curvature-based smoothing for shape analysis is not new. See [4] for a founding paper, references [1,
26] and [12] for the definition of multiscale curvature which is similarity invariant, but not affine invariant.
There is another way to give an account of affine invariant smoothing, which is quite useful for the design of
a fast algorithm. Using the mathematical morphology formalism [23, 34], one can define first an affine distance
and then affine set erosions and dilations. Alternating small scale dilations and erosions yields a Chernoof
formula for approximating equation (1). See Moisan [25].
Angenent et al. [3] proved that the affine shortening equation (2) indeed smoothes any Jordan curve and
eventually shrinks it to an elliptic shape. Before this full reduction has been performed, the curve loses progressively its inflexion points and becomes simpler and simpler. The smoothing commutes with any affine transform
with determinant 1. The “most invariant” shape smoothing being unique, we can use it as the standard tool to
define affine invariant distances between shapes.
Consider two shapes C and D and their smoothed versions at scales s and t, C(s) and D(t). Under the
assumption that AC is close to D for some affine map A, and according to the scale compatibility relation, we
2
2
must have AC((det(A) 3 t) close to D(t) [14]. Indeed, C(t) is solution of equation (2) if and only if AC(det(A) 3 t)
is. This leads us to a generalized definition of similarity between shapes.
Definition 4. We call scale-space distance of two shapes C and D the number
∆(C, D, t) =

inf

A∈GL(2),t∈R+

2

d(AC((detA) 3 t), D(t)).

In this definition, d denotes the Hausdorff distance. The distance ∆ has to be t-dependent: when t → +∞,
all shapes tend to become equal. Thus, in order to decide about similarity of shapes, we must ask ∆(t) to be
smaller and smaller when t increases.
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4. Experiments on shape
In the preceding sections, we have given a fairly general geometric definition of shape as any part of the
topographic map which remains constant. We have justified this definition as the most general possible according
to the local contrast invariance argument and the occlusion invariance argument. A comparison of all parts of
the topographic map with all parts of another topographic map leads to combinatorial blow-up. In order to
avoid it, the experiments will compare long enough level lines. The restriction that the shapes have long enough
level lines is, however, only slightly restrictive and amounts to an average image quality requirement.

4.1. Summary of the algorithm computing the shapes in a set of images
We have defined a shape element, or linelet of an image as any piece of a level line. In order to compare this
linelet to another, up to an Euclidean or affine transform, a normalization is performed. The normalized piece
of linelet is discretized and the coordinates of the discretization points are used to form an array of points in a
fixed reference system. This array of points is an Euclidean (resp. affine) unique representative of the shape,
which can then be compared (for the sup norm) to other ones in the same or another image.
Given any two images, the registration algorithm, of which a detailed account can be found in [19] and [20],
consists of four steps:
1. extraction of all the level lines for each digital image;
2. filtering of the extracted level lines at a fixed scale, large enough to remove digitization effects;
3. local encoding of all pieces of level lines or linelets after Euclidean (resp. affine normalization);
4. systematic comparison of codes of an image to the codes of another (or the same) image.
In order to perform a multi-scale strategy, these four steps should be repeated at several scales of filtering,
and the final result should integrate the partial results obtained at each scale. In all the experiments we shall
show here, however, the scale of affine smoothing is small, just enough to eliminate usual noise and sampling
perturbations in a standard digital image. Also, the allowed zoom factor never exceeds 4 between two compared
linelets.
Since our scope here is to stress the very definition of shape, we do not give here any implementation detail.
The main novelty of the proposed method with respect to other existing shape comparison methods is the
extraction of all the shape elements (completeness of the method) and the local encoding technique for the level
lines. The extraction process generates a data structure (tree) of level lines similar to the one described in [28]
and [21]. The simplification of this tree can be performed by using the method proposed in [9]. The filtering
technique, applied directly to the extracted curves, is due to Moisan [25].

4.2. Experimental results: Shapes in a single image
The scope of the experiments simply is to display shapes, according to our definition. Surprisingly enough,
most images of our natural environment contain several instances of objects: houses have windows and tiles,
trees have leaves; people have two eyes... Characters, tissues, and most documents, posters, etc. present again
and again variations on the same geometric figures, etc. Thus, most images are likely to define several shapes
as repeated objects. We shall omit in the following to display the most repeated shape, namely the straight
line. We shall only display the repeated linelets which have a (relatively) complex structure, with an angle total
variation larger than π.
Our first experiment shows a poster of the Spanish Mathematical Association advertising mathematics which
we have photographed with a standard low quality web camera. The lower central rectangle is an image with
some eggs.
In the first row of the figure, one can see the photograph of the original poster (left) and a detail of the
eggs image (right). On the second row, left, we have shown (in white) a level set (level 128) of the eggs image.
The set of all level sets is a contrast invariant representation of shape information in an image proposed in
Mathematical Morphology. In the central image of this row, we show a quantized topographic map of the eggs
image, namely all level lines for levels which are multiple of 20. We finally show the blind shapes (right) of this
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Figure 1. Experiment 1. First row, photograph of the original poster (left) and detail of the
eggs image (right). Second row, level set (level 128) of the eggs image (left), its topographic
map (quantization factor of the grey levels = 20) (center) and its blind shapes (right). Third
and fourth rows, some instances of corresponding shapes. (White lines display the linelets,
black lines show the remainder of the level line which contains the matching linelet).
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Figure 2. Experiment 2. First row, original image (left) and its blind shapes (right). Second
and third rows, some instances of corresponding shapes. In the second row one sees that the
affine self-similarity of a parallelogram is automatically detected by the algorithm.

image. The third and fourth rows are dedicated to some instances of pairs of corresponding shapes. (White
lines display the linelets, black lines show the remainder of the level line which contains the matching linelet.)
We see that, in an image made of repeated objects, the “blind shapes” according to our definition give a good
account of the whole picture. In continuation, we display pairs of matching linelets in the eggs image. Those are
the “blind shapes” according to our definition. They are typically the shapes which can be stored in a database
and possibly be manually associated a name such as “eggs”.
Experiment 2 follows exactly the same format; this is a typical indoors scene, endowed with many rectangles
seen projectively as rough parallelograms. Thus, they are similar for an affine invariant shape similarity measure
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Figure 3. Experiment 3. Blind shape definition in a pair of images with a strong projective
deformation. Both images have been taken by a camera with different illumination and pose.
First row, original images. Second row, corresponding shapes between the images.
and also are self-similar, up to a circular permutation of the vertices. The second row shows that this selfsimilarity is detected.
In Experiment 3, we check which shapes can be recovered when we compare an image taken from very
different poses and illuminations. For the rest, the format of the experiment is the same: in white, all “blind
shapes”, i.e. linelets common to both images.

5. Conclusion
In this note, we have proposed an empirical definition of shape based only on two obvious principles: invariance to pose and illumination and repetition. We call this definition “blind shape” in that it does not correspond
to any naming or learning process. We have shown that an algorithm exploring systematically all level lines
can deliver automatically all blind shapes in an image or in several ones. This definition is merely geometric
and appears as a necessary, automatic layer in any artificial intelligence or machine learning strategy.
The first author gratefully acknowledges partial support by CICYT project, reference TIC99-0266. The second author
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